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APPARATUS FOR JOINING METALLIC STRIP 

William C. Lang, Willoughby, Ohio 
Application February 7, 1947, Serial No. 727,038 

(CI. 219-4) 8 Claims. 

This invention relates to the method of and 
apparatus for joining metallic strip that is fed 
from a plurality of pay-off reels to a processing 
unit, such as cleaning or coating or both, in a 
manner to maintain continuous operation of the 
process which, in the coating process, obviously 
requires that there be no interruption. 
In conventional practice in the treatment of 

steel strip produced in coils of great length by 
cold rolling methods, it is necessary to have slack 
producers of the elevator type of thirty to fifty 
feet in height with several loops of strip on the 
elevator carriage or to have looping pits of even 
greater depth so that the trailing end of the ex 
hausted coil may be stopped in its travel momen 
tarily for shearing and joining it to the leading 
end of the new coil without stopping the strip in 
the line. If, for example, when the strip is mov 
ing from one thousand to three thousand feet 
per minute and the welding operation for joining 
the strip ends requires twenty seconds, it is neces 
sary to store one thousand feet of slack to allow 
the line to operate at the set line Speed. Such 
lengths of slack are impractical to handle and 
cause difficulties, such as tangling of the strip. 
Other disadvantages of conventional practice 

of paying out strip from a coil to a processing 
unit are that the coils from the mill are Out of 
balance or become off balance when transferred 
to the processing unit or when mounted and : 
clamped on the pay-off reel of the processing unit. 
Also the coils are sometimes not wound with their 
edges in true alignment or are mounted on the 
pay-off reel in a manner that the edges of the 
new coil are not in true alignment with the pre 
determined line-up of the processing unit. Such 
unbalance and misalignment cause irregularities 
of operation of the line resulting in jerking of 
the strip in the line from an out of balance coil, 
etc. 

It is among the objects of the present invention 
to provide a method of automatically shearing the 
trailing end of one coil of strip and joining it to 
the sheared leading end of another coil while the 
strip is moving at line Speed without the use of 
slack producers or looping pits. 
Another object of the invention is the pro 

vision of means for balancing the coil on the 
pay-off reel and for lining up the coil on the pay 
off reel to permit proper tracking of the strip 
through the processing unit. 
Another object of the invention is the pro 

vision of apparatus for shearing and Welding a 
moving strip. 

Still another object of the invention is the pro 
vision of a novel form of pay-off reel arranged in 
pairs so that the reel paying off strip to the line 
is always in the same position when paying off 
strip except during the welding operation and the 
empty reel is in the same position each time for 
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loading a new reel. The invention will become 
more apparent from a consideration of the ac 
Companying dra Wings, constituting a part hereof, 
in which like reference characters designate like 
parts, and in which 

Fig. 1 is a side elevational view diagrammati 
cally illustrating apparatus for joining metallic 
strip embodying the principles of this invention; 

Fig. 2 a similar view illustrating a modified 
form of welding electrodes; 

Fig. 3 a front elevational view of the cut-off 
mechanism employed in the structures of Figs. 1. 
and 2; 

Fig. 4 a view in cross section taken transversely 
of the cutting rolls of Fig. 3; 

Fig. 5 a cross sectional view transversely of the 
axis of a plurality of welding rolls; 

Fig. 6 a front elevational view of the welding 
roll shown in Fig. 5; 

Fig. 7 a top plan view of a terminal plate for 
a plurality of Welding electrodes; 

Fig. 8 a cross sectional view illustrating the 
Welding electrodes and retracting apparatus 
therefor; 

Fig. 9 a. side elevational view of the electrode 
terminal structure shown in Fig. 7; 

Fig. 10 an end elevational view, and Fig. 11 a. 
side elevation, partially in cross Section, of a 
switch for energizing the cutting mechanism; 

Fig. 12 a side elevational view of a plurality of 
pay-off reels mounted for angular movement; and 

Fig. 13 a top plan view of a motor drive and 
control circuits for a plurality of pay-off reels. 
With reference to Fig. 1 of the drawing, the 

numeral designates a powered pay-off reel for 
feeding metallic strip 2 which, as shown in Fig. 1, 
has been unreeled to the last strand and has just 
released a spring loaded contact lever 3, the de 
tails of which will be hereinafter explained. The 
numeral fa designates a second pay-off reel hav 
ing a similar Spring loaded contact lever 3a, 
which by pressure of the strip coiled thereon is 
in the depressed position. The reel ?a is paying 
off or feeding metallic Strip. 2d that passes over a 
guide roll 4 and between a pair of pulling squeegee 
rolls 5 and 6 by which it is fed against a de 
flector plate which preferably has side guides, 
not shown. Strip 2, payed off from reel f, passes 
between shearing rolls 8 and 9 having shear 
blades 0 and and then passes between a pair 
of back tension Squeegee rolls 2 and 3 to weld 
ing rolls 4 and 5. In accordance with this in 
vention, one of the two reels and fa is always 
feeding strip to a processing unit such as a clean 
ing or plating bath (not shown) at a predeter 
mined line Speed which by means of the appara 
tus herein described is not interrupted when the 
strip has been exhausted from the reel because 
the trailing edge is automatically joined to the 
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leading edge of the other reel without interrupt 
ing the process. 
The shearing roll 8 and its accompanying back 

up roll 9 are not tightly pressed together as the 
squeegee rolls 5 and 6, a slight clearance being 
allowed at the tangent point of the rolls to avoid 
distortion of the strip by the notch of the back-. 
up roll 9 when the shear is not operating. Shear 
rolls 8 and 9 are motor driven at line speed and 
are interconnected by gearing to maintain op 
erative alignment of the shearing knife 0 and 
notch . 
As will be hereinafter explained, the spring 

loaded contact lever 3 of the pay-off reel enera 
gizes the actuator that the extends the shear 
blade? at a predetermined point of the shearing 
revolution. Contact lever 3 also initiates rotation 
of the pulling squeegee rolls 5 and 6 and the 
driving, motor of pay-off reel a in a manner 
hereinafter explained, and at a predetermined 
time interval after the release of contact lever 
3, when the last strand of the coil unwraps, 
the Welding tips of roll A are projected in contact 
With the strip to Spot weld the trailing end of 
Strip 2 with the leading end of strip. 2d. The Weld 
ing Squeegees f4 and 5 are likewise not pressed 
tightly together and are driven synchronously 
at Strip Speed by separate motors, not shown. A 
Surface, cleaning device 6 contacts, the lower 
Welding roll 5. 
With reference to Figs. 3 and 4, the shearing 

roll 8 and its back-up roll 9 are shown in de 
tail. The shearing blade Ois extensible through 
a slot 0d of the roll by means of a bar T dis 
posed; in a slot. 8 of the hollow roll shaft 9, , 
the bar f being displaced vertically by an oper 
ating bar 20 that is actuated by solenoids 2i and 
22: The blade actuating bar 7 and the operat 
ing bar 26 are tapered throughout their length 
So that axial movement of the operating bar 20 
will extend or retract the shear blade G. Coil 
springs 23 are provided to take up the shock when 
the blade contacts the sheet strip. 
The welding roll and back-up roll f4 and 5, 

respectively, are shown in the enlarged and sec 
tional views of FigS. 5 and 6 of the drawings. The 
rell 4 is provided with radial holes 24 in which 
are disposed electrodes 25 connected by coil 
Springs 26 to plungers 2 that are actuated by a 
tapered bar 28, the bar being operated by sole is 
noids 29 and 30. The electrodes 25 are energized 
with electrical current by terminal rings 3 and 
32-connected to a Suitable source of electrical cur 
rent and necessary controls. The electrical ter 
minals are axially and angularly staggered as 
shown in Fig. 6 to provide a multiple of terminal 
contacts for engaging the sheet strip to be welded 
when passing between the welding roll and the 
back-up roll. The welding roll is insulated so that 
no current can escape to the sheet strip except 
through the terminal ends at the time of welding 
and the back-up roll 5 is provided with a highly 
conducting surface material 33, such as copper, 
which is kept clean by a means. 6. biased by a 
coil Spring 6d to maintain yielding contact with 
the back-up roll. 
The pay-off reel f is shown enlarged in Figs. 10 

and 11 in which the contact arm 3 is shown as 
biased by a spring 34. The arm 3 carries an elec 
trical contact 35 which energizes an electrical 
control circuit when it engages terminal 36, the 
circuit consisting of the slip ring 37, the ring 38 
and the bushes 37a and 38a, respectively. When 
the arm 3 is down, as when the coil is wrapped 
therearound, the control-circuit is open and when 
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the last wrap of the coil releases contact arm 3 
contactor 35 closes the circuit with terminal 36 
and energizes the control circuit. 
As shown in Figs. 12 and 13, the pay-off reels 

i and if a. are mounted on a yoke 39 which is 
mounted on a shaft 40 journaled in a standard 
4; and the yoke 39 is rotatable by means of a gear 
wheel 42 driven by a pinion 43 of a motor 44, 
Fig. 13. As shown in Fig. 13, the pay-off reels 
and a have their shafts 45 and 46 separately 
driven by motors 47 and 48. These motors op 
erate as either driving or back tension motors 
and the shafts 45 and 46 are journaled in the yoke 
39 by bearings 49 and 58. Shaft 40 is journaled 
in bearings 54 and 52 having block rings 53 and 
54 and has a square end for engagement with the 
yoke 39: Shafts 45 and 46 of reels and a carry 
stationary rings 55, and 56, respectively, that are 
actuated by forks 57 and 58 connected by levers 
59 and 60 to motors. 6 and 62. These motors 
are energized by contact levers in the path of the 
Strips 2 and 2d. So that when the latter are out of 
alignment motors 6 and 62 are energized to move 
the forks and thereby the shafts, 45 and 46 to 
adjust the reels to proper alignment. 
The shafts: 45, and 46 also carry collector rings 

83 and 64 with their associated brushes 65 and 
66, which supply current to the motors. 47, and 
48 and 6 and 62 and to contact points of the con 
tact levers, 3 and 30. Reels f; and a carry bal 
ancing blocks 69, which provide a method of 
dynamically balancing reels, and a by spinning 
the reels With the motors 47 and 48 before the coil 
is welded and the balancing weights 69 may be 
locked in their adjusted position. Reels and fa. 
are provided with clamping drums 70 and Oa. 
In the modified form of the pay-off, shearing 

and Welding mechanism shown in Figs. 2, 7, 8 and 
9, the Strip 2 is pulled by the squeegee rolls 5 and 
6 and strip 2a, by squeegee rolls 2 and 3. The 
strip is sheared by a shearing block 7 which is 
connected to be operable by the welding block 
72. A Shear knife 73 is mounted on the welding 
and Shearing block 14, and contacts. Shear block 
7 to shear off the trailing end of strip 2. Blocks 
72 and 14 are mounted to travel with the strip 
at Strip. Speed until the shearing and welding op 
eration have been completed. The blocks then 
open and return to their starting position. The 
blocks 72 and 74 are biased to their normally open 
position and when released, close on the strips 
2. and 2a, the end of strip 2a, being initially mag 
netically, held by the block 72 energized by mag 
netic coils. T9. The welding electrodes. 72a, Figs. 
7 and 8, of the Shearing and welding blocks are 
actuated in the direction of contacting the strips 
2 and 2a: by Solenoids 75, 76, 77 and 78. Current 
is Supplied to the Welding electrodes 72d through 
the shaft:80, Fig. 8, insulated from block 12...by 
bushing 8. 
The operation of the strip joining apparatus 

Will first be described in connection with Figs. 1, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12 and 13 of the drawings which 
relate to the apparatus shown in Fig. 1. As 
viewed in Fig. 1, the sheet strip 2 has been payed 
off reel to the point, where the last strand has 
unWrapped and relieved the pressure on contact 
3, which, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11, is biased 
by Spring 34 to the extended position in which 
position contact 35, Fig. 11, engages terminal 36 
of the control circuit which energizes solenoids 
2 and 22, Fig. 3, of the shear roll 8 to extend the 
Shear blade. Oat a predetermined point of the 
shearing revolution - or-stroke. The shear roll 8 
and the back-up-roll, 9 are driven at the same 
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Speed as the strip 2. The actuating contact 3 
simultaneously also starts rotation of the pulling 
squeegees 5 and 6, and the driving motor 48, Fig. 
13, of the pay-off reel a, so that the end of the 
new strip 2a is fed against the deflector plate 
Which feeds the strip into perfect alignment with 
the strip 2. At a predetermined time after con 
tact 3 is released, the welding terminals 25, Fig. 5 
of the welding roll 4 are extended outward to 
contact the strip 2a and spot weld it with strip 2, 
thus joining the lapped-over trailing and leading 
ends of strips 2 and 2d. After the shearing blade 
O has made its shearing stroke, it is retracted 

before it again comes into shearing position. 
When the welding operation is completed, the 

pulling rolls 5 and 6 discontinue feeding the strip 
2a and act as a back drag to keep the line tension 
constant until slack between reel a and guide 
roll 4 is taken up. Then the back drag is Sup 
plied by the driving motor 48 of pay-off reel a. 
Driving motor 47, in the meantime, had been 
Supplying back tension to strip 2 until this strip 
was exhausted from pay-off reel , at which time 
actuating lever 3 starts back tension Squeegee 
rolls 2 and 3 to supply back tension. When all 
the slack of the strip 2a, between reel a and guide 
roll 4 has been taken up and back drag is being 
Supplied by the driving motor i8 of pay-off reel 
la, the driving motor acting as a generator or 
dynamic brake, rotation of the shearing roll 8 is 
halted and the roll is displaced along the line of 
its shaft until it clears the edge of the strip and 
is out of register thereWith. Guide roll A and 
squeegee rolls 5 and 6 are then lowered in a verti 
cal direction until there is no doWinWard com 
ponent of tension on the Surfaces of rolls 4 and 
6, the strip being in a straight line from the top 
of the coil of reel a to a tangent point of the 
rolls 2 and 3. The tension on Squeegee rolls 5 
and 6 is then released and, together With the 
guide roll 4, these rolls are retracted along their 
axis out of line of travel of strip. 2d. The pay 
off reels and fa are then rotated through the 
gear drive 42 and 43, Figs. 12 and 13, in a clock 
wise direction until reel a takes the position of 
reel and vice versa. Rolls 4, 5 and 6 are then 
raised above the strip line and are replaced to 
the position shown in Fig. 1 in line with the strip 
but above it. A new coil is then mounted on 
the reel that has now taken the position of 
reel a, Fig. 1, and the device is ready for the 
next shearing and welding after the Operator has 
sheared the end of the new coil and feed it over 
guide roll 4 and between the Squeegee rolls 5 and 6 
against deflector plate 8. 

In operation of the modified form of pay-Off 
apparatus shown in Fig. 2, the operation of the 
contact arm 3 and the pay-off reels i and a, the 
rolls 2, 3 and the squeegees 5 and 6 is the Same 
as described in connection with Fig. i. of the 
drawings. The welding apparatus, however, dif 
fers as has been described, and in this case the 
leading end of the new coil 2a is held magneti 
cally to the welding block 72 by coils 79, Fig. 6. 
When ever 3 of reel is actuated, the back drag 
tension on the strip 2 is transferred from the driv 
ing motor 47 of reel to the squeegee rolls 2 and 
13 and, at the same time, the two welding and 
shearing blocks 72 and 74 are released to move 
in the direction of travel of the strip, as indicated 
in dotted lines in Fig. 2 of the drawingS. 
When blocks 2 and 4 start to move, the 

solenoid. T6 of the block 2 is energized, as is 
the solenoid T 7 of block 4, forcing the two blocks 
into clamping position on the leading and trailing 
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ends of the strips 2 and 2a. On the upward mo 
tion of the block 14, shear knife 73 contacts 
shear block 7, shearing off the trailing end of 
strip 2. The blocks then move with the strip 
and the Welding tips 2d (Fig. 8) of the blocks 
are actuated to weld the two strips together. 
After the Welding operation the blocks 72 and 
74 separate and their strip holding magnets de 
energize, the shearing block starting below 
the Strip pass line With the block 4. When the 
strip 2 leaves the back tension Squeegees 2 and 
f3, the back tension is applied to squeegees 5 
and 8 until the slack between reel a and Squee 
gees 5 and 6 is taken up. The back tension is 
then supplied by the driving motor 48 of reel 
fa, Fig. 13. As soon as blocks 72 and 14 begin 
forward movement with the strip, the driving 
motor of reel d is started in a direction to pay 
off strip from reel a to overcome the static 
inertia, of reel id. As the welding operation is 
completed blocks 2 and 4 return to their start 
ing position, as shown in the solid lines in Fig. 2. 
Tension. On squeegees 2 and 3 is then released 
and roll 2 and shearing block 7 are retracted 
in a direction parallel to the face of the strip 
until they are out of the line of travel of the 
Strip. Squeegees 5 and S are then lowered in 
a Vertical plane until there is no downward com 
ponent of tension on roll 6. The tension on 
Squeegees 5 and 6 is then released and roll 6 
is retracted out of line of travel of the strip. 
Reels and id then rotate in a clockwise direc 
tion, the reel aSSliming the position of the reel 
fa, and vice versa. Rolls 6 and 2 in the shear 
ing block are then raised and again assume 
their original position, as shown in Fig. 2. 

It is evident from the foregoing description of 
the invention that the method of shearing and 
joining the leading and trailing edges of a plu 
rality of coiled strips automatically without in 
terrupting line travel of the strip eliminates the 
need for elevators or looping pits, and is carried 
On Without interruption of the processing of the 
Strip, Such as cleaning or plating or both, as the 

5 case may be. 
Although the invention has been described in 

a general Way, it is evident that various modifi 
cations are poSSible in the use of electrical and 
mechanical actuating devices within the knowl 
edge of those skilled in the art without depart 
ing from the principles herein set forth. For 
xample, hydraulic actuating mechanism, pneu 
natic or mechanical movement may be substi 
tuted for the electrical controls and actuators, 
and instead of Spot welding, seam welding or 
other means of joining the strip may be em 
ployed. 
I claim: 
1. Apparatus for paying - off metallic strip to 

a processing unit comprising a plurality of pay 
off reels on which coils of strip are alternately 
loaded and payed off to the processing line, 
means for shearing the trailing edge of the strip of 
One reel and joining it to the sheared leading 
edge of the other reel, means for aligning the 
trailing and leading ends of Said strips in over 
lapped and juxtaposed position, and means for 
joining said overlapped strip, said means being 
energized by an actuator in response to the un 
Winding of the last strand of the coiled strip on 
Said reels and Said respective means being op 
erative on said Strips at a predetermined line 
Speed of the Strip through the processing unit 
and joining unit. 

2. Apparatus for paying off metallic strip to 
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a processing unit comprising a plurality of pay 
off reels mounted on a common support, means 
for rotating said support to alternately place 
said reels in paying off and loading position, each 
of said reels having a drive motor and each reel 
having-a switch arm in engagement with the last 
strand of the coiled strip on said reels which 
arms are normally-depressed but released when 
the last-strand of strip is unwound, means en 
ergized by said reel switch for shearing the trail 
ing edge of one reel and for feeding the leading 
'edge of the other reel to overlap said trailing 
edge, - and means also energized by said reel 
switch for: welding said overlapped strip edges 
iWhile passing to the processing line. 

3. Apparatus for paying off metallic strip to 
a processing unit comprising a plurality of pay 
off reels mounted on a common support, means 
for rotating Said support to alternately place 
;Said reels in paying off and loading position, each 
of said reels having. a drive motor and each reel 
having a switch arm in engagement with the last 
strand of the coiled strip on said reels which arms 
are normally : depressed but released when the 
'last strand of strip is unwound, drive rolls for 
feeding said strip after it leaves said reels, shear 
ing mechanism for shearing the trailing edge 
of the strip, and welding means for joining the 
trailing-and leading edges of the strip, the op 
eration of Said drive rolls, shearing and welding 
devices being initiated by the switch arm of the 
pay-off reel when released by the last strand 
of the strip coil. 

4. Apparatus for paying off metallic strip to 
processing units comprising a plurality of pay 
off reels on which the strip is initially coiled, said 
reels being mounted on the ends of a yoke which 
is journaled for rotation whereby the pay-off 
reels are bodily movable angularly about the yoke 
axis to bring the strip in parallel alignment in 
ithe direction of its travel to the processing unit, 
said reels being journaled in said yoke and hav 
ing individual motors for rotating the reels or to 
act as a magnetic brake when the strip is pulled, 
guide rolls for said strip and squeegee rolls for 
driving the strip whereby the trailing edge of 
one strip; and the leading edge of another strip 
may be drawn to a plurality of welding rolls, 
a guide for bringing the strips in superposed re 
lation, a shearing roll for cutting the trailing 
'edge of one strip preliminary to their being 
brought in contact by the said guide means, said 
welding rolls and shearing rolls having separate 
actuating means and control means including a 
switch arm carried by the pay-off reels normally , 
displaced to open position by the last strand of 
the strip coil on the reel and which when re 
leased energizes the several actuating means for 
the drive, shear and welding rolls to effectshear 
ing, overlapping and welding of the trailing and 
leading edges of the strip without interrupting the 
travel of the strip to the processing unit. 

5. Apparatus for paying off metallic strip to a 
processing unit comprising a plurality of pay 
off reels on which coils of strip are alternately 6 
loaded and payed off to the processing line, means 
for shearing the trailing edge of the strip of one 

- reel and joining it to the sheared leading edge 
of the other reel, means for aligning the trailing 
and leading ends of said strips in overlapped and 
juxtaposed position, and means including a weld 
ing roll having radially spaced electrodes for 
joining said overlapped strip, said means being 
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energized by an actuator in response to the tin 
winding of the last strand of the coiled strip on 
said reels and being operative on said strips at 
a predetermined line speed of the strip through 
the processing unit and joining unit. . 

6. Apparatus for paying off metallic strip to 
a processing unit comprising a plurality of pay 
'off reels on which coils of strip are alternately 
loaded and payed off to the processing line, means 
'for shearing the trailing edge of the strip of one 
*reel and joining it to the sheared leading edge 
of the other reel, means for aligning the trail 
ing and leading ends of said strips in overlapped 
and juxtaposed position, means including a weld 
sing roll having radially spaced electrodes for 
'joining Said overlapped strip, and means includ 
iing a rotary, shear roll for shearing the trailing 
send of the associated coil, said means being en 
"ergized by an actuator in response to the un 
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winding of the last strands of the coiled strip 
(on said reels and being operative on said strips 
-at a predetermined line speed of the strip 
through the processing unit and joining unit. 

* 7. Apparatus for paying off metallic strip to 
a processing unit comprising a plurality of pay 
off reels: mounted on a common support, means 
for rotating Said Support to alternately place 
Said-reels in paying off and loading position, each 
of said reels having a drive motor and each reel 
having a switch arm in engagement with the last 
'Straad of the coiled strip on said reels which 
-airins are normally depressed; but released when 
'the last strand of strip is unwound, -shearing 
frechanism including, a rotary shear 'roll. for 
'Shearing the trailing edge of the strip, and weld 
ing means including a welding roll having 
*radially Spaced electrodes for joining the trailing 
'aradleading 'edges of the strip, the operation 
of Said drive rolls, shearing and welding devices 
being initiated by the switch-arm of the pay-off 
reel-when released by the last strand of the strip 
Coil. 
8. Apparatus for paying off metallic strip to 

a processing unit cornprising a -plurality of pay 
off-reels mounted on a common support, means 
for rotating Said support to alternately place said 
reels in paying off and loading position, each of 
said reels having a drive motor and reach reel 
'hia.Viaga, SWitch arm in engagement. With the last 
strand of the coiled strip on said reels which 
'arms-are normally depressed but released. When 
the last Strand of strip is unwound, means en 
ergized by Said. Feel switch for lishearing ... the 
trailing edge of one reel and for feeding the lead 
ing edge of the other reel to overlap said trailing 
edge, and means... also energized by...said freel 
switch for welding, said 'overlapped strip edges 
'while passing to the processing line. atla prede 
termined line:Speed. 
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